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Kavala C12 – Athens and 4 Day Cruise
7 Days / 6 Nights

Athens, Syros, Cesme, Bodrum, Kos, Ios and Santorini

From July to August
Program Schedule: Saturdays 

1st day Saturday: Athens
Arrive in Athens. Our representative will greet and transfer you to your hotel.   
Overnight: Athens
 

2nd day Sunday: Athens
Athens sightseeing - This morning’s tour, will introduce you to the highlights of Athens, 
starting with a panoramic drive through the city centre. Along the way, you will see 
Hadrian’s Arch & the temple of Zeus, continue to Syntagma square where you will see the 
Evzone (Presidential guard) in front of the Greek Parliament and the tomb of the unknown 
soldier, continuing onto the Presidential Residence and then the Panathenian Stadium, 
host to the first modern Olympic Games, in 1896, which was originally built, in 329BC.  
Your visit to the Acropolis and the Parthenon, the grand architectural masterpiece, built 
447BC during the Golden Age of Pericles and dedicated to the Goddess Athina, will 
leave you speechless. Finally, you will visit the new Acropolis Museum, a building of 
dramatic modern architecture, housing unique antiquities from the Acropolis. The rest 
of the afternoon is free to enjoy the wonders of Athens (explore Thission, Plaka and 
Monastiraki), filled with ancient surprises, all located within walking distance of the 
Acropolis.
Overnight: Athens | Meals: Breakfast
                              

3rd day Monday: Syros 
Check-out and morning transfer to Lavrio port for embarkation. 
First port of call: Syros, is a Greek island in the Cyclades, in the Aegean Sea. Syra, or Syros, 
appears in ancient times to have been inhabited by the Phoenicians. In the Odyssey, 
Syros was the country of the swineherd Eumaeus who described it at length (Odyssey, 
XV, 403 sq.). The island was also the home of the philosopher Pherecydes, the teacher 
of Pythagoras.In the Byzantine years Syros constituted part of the Aegean Dominion, 
along with the rest of the Cycladic islands. After the fall of the Byzantium Empire in the 
Fourth Crusade by the Venetians and Franks in 1204, Syra came and would remain under 
Venetian rule until 1522.With the foundation of the Greek state, the Catholic population 
of the island was Hellenized. There were no problems of integration between the old 
residents of Syros, mostly Roman Catholics and the newly arrived refugees, mostly 
Greek Orthodox. Because of the Venetian domination from the Middle Ages and onwards, 
the islanders had been exclusively Roman Catholic. However, due to immigration from 
other islands, Catholics now constitute some 47% of the population. The majority of the 
population are Greek Orthodox. They live peacefully side by side. Intermarriage between 
Churches is very common in Syros.
Overnight: Cruise | Meals: Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner



4th day Tuesday: Cesme, Bodrum 
Second and third port of call, Cesme and Bodrum.
Cesme, is a coastal town situated, on a promontory at the tip of the peninsula which 
also carries the same name and which extends inland to form a whole with the wider 
Karaburun Peninsula. Its name in Classical antiquity was Kysos under the Greeks. The 
name Kysos is nevertheless associated with Homer since the king Rhesus of Thrace. 
The town is dominated by Çeşme Castle. While the castle is recorded to have been 
considerably extended and strengthened during the reign of Ottoman sultan Bayezid II, 
sources differ as to their citation of the original builders, whether the Genoese or the Turks 
at an earlier time after the early 15th century capture. A few paces south of the castle, 
there is an Ottoman caravanserai built in the early centuries of the Ottoman conquest 
in 1528 by order of Süleyman the Magnificent, and it is now restored and transformed 
into a boutique hotel. The imposing but redundant 19th century Greek Orthodox church 
of Ayios Haralambos is used for temporary exhibitions. Along some of the back streets 
of the town are old traditional Ottoman houses, as well as Sakız house-type residences 
of more peculiar lines, for the interest of strollers.
Bodrum is a district and a port city in Muğla Province, in the southwestern Aegean Region 
of Turkey. It is located on the southern coast of Bodrum Peninsula, at a point that checks 
the entry into the Gulf of Gökova, and is also the center of the eponymous district. The 
city was called Halicarnassus of Caria in ancient times and was famous for housing the 
Mausoleum of Mausolus, one of the Seven Wonders of the Ancient World. Bodrum Castle 
(Castle of St. Peter), built by the Knights Hospitaller in the 15th century, overlooks the 
harbour and the marina. The castle and its town became known as Petronium, whence 
the modern name Bodrum derives. The castle grounds include a Museum of Underwater 
Archaeology and hosts several cultural festivals throughout the year. 
Overnight: Cruise | Meals: Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner

5th day Wednesday: Kos
Fourth port of call Kos, the birthplace of the father of medicine, Hippocrates, who was 
born on the island around 460 B.C. and founded the Great School of Medicine of Kos. 
In the center of the town is the Plane Tree of Hippocrates, a dream temple where the 
physician is traditionally supposed to have taught. The limbs of the now elderly tree are 
supported by scaffolding. The small city is also home to the International Hippocratic 
Institute and the Hippocratic Museum dedicated to him. Near the Institute are the ruins 
of Asklepieion, where Herodicus taught Hippocrates medicine. Around 5 km out of Kos 
town, the Asklepeion (temple of Asclepius, hospital and medicine academy) was once 
the training place for Hippocrates. 
The island of Kos is filled with an impressive array of archaeological sites, ranging from 
12th century BC until the 2nd world war which are a must, to visit. With the main town 
also called Kos, a graphic picturesque tourist and cultural centre, with whitewashed 
buildings including many, restaurants and a small number of nightclubs forming the 
famous Kos town “barstreet”.
The beaches of the island are diversified and literally offer ideal settings for everybody. 
From fine sandy beaches that are ideal for families,  windy beaches that are preferred by 
windsurfers, isolated beaches on the west of the island and popular beaches with water 
sports, sun-beds, and restaurants with fresh fish, Greek and international cuisine. 
Overnight: Cruise | Meals: Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner



6th day Thursday: Ios and Santorini
Fifth port of call, is the island of Ios, an island well known for it’s beaches as well as a 
very tolerant and active nightlife island, partying until sunrise but Ios has a lot more to 
offer. Being the island of Homer’s mother and with his tomb at the northern most part 
of the island, is worth visiting. The islands town “hora”, is a very picturesque Cycladic 
village with characteristic windmills and white washed houses  and narrow lanes  and 
paths that makes it inaccessible to cars. During the day, the town is very quiet and 
peaceful and at the night it concentrates all the bars and discos in the island thus being 
the place to be for party. Ios has beautiful sand beaches like Mylopotas that attracts 
young tourism and Manganari which has been the scene for films as the “Big blue”.
Continue in the afternoon to the last port of call, the island of Santorini, famous for 
it’s breathtaking views from the Caldera, the possible site of Atlantis and the typical 
whitewashed houses perched upon massive cliffs. The island is the site of one of the 
largest volcanic eruptions in recorded history: the Minoan eruption (sometimes called 
the Thera eruption), which occurred some 3600 years ago at the height of the Minoan 
civilization. The eruption left a large caldera surrounded by volcanic ash deposits hundreds 
of metres deep and may have led indirectly to the collapse of the Minoan civilization 
on the island of Crete, 110 km (68 mi) to the south, through a gigantic tsunami. Another 
popular theory holds that the Thera eruption is the source of the legend of Atlantis.
Overnight: Cruise | Meals: Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner

7th day Friday: Return 
Arrival at Piraeus port in the early morning, disembark and transfer to Athens airport, for 
your onward journey.
Meals: Breakfast

Package Includes:
• 2 nights accommodation in Athens at your preferred Hotel
• 4 nights on the cruise ship Louis Cristal to Greek islands and Turkey (Cesme, Bodrum) 
• All mentioned transfers with assistance 
• Orientation meeting with local tour manager day of arrival
• City tour in Athens, Acropolis and the Museum (closed on Mondays), 
   with official English guide in modern air-conditioned motor coach 
• 14 meals: 6 breakfasts, 4 lunches, 4 dinners
• Hotel taxes

Exclusions:
- Baggage assistance 
- Port taxes
- Drinks on board the cruise
- Tips 
- Optional excursions
- Everything that is not specifically stated on the itinerary and inclusions

Important notes:
- the Cruise itinerary is subject to changes by the Cruise company


